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Abstract—Contemporary social networks, such as Facebook, 

Twitter, and Instagram, have reshaped the way politicians 

communicate with the electorate and run electoral campaigns. 

Scholars and the public have already perceived social media’s 

strong impact on elections and its possible application to 

forecasting elections results. Current approaches focus on the 

volume of Twitter posts made by ordinary people talking about 

a candidate and use machine learning to identify the sentiment 

of these posts. However, differences regarding data collection, 

supporters’ behavior on social networks, and the existence of 

bots can easily distort results. In this work, we propose a novel 

approach to training ML models for predicting vote share. This 

approach is based on modeling and using social media data 

gathered from the posts of official candidates’ profiles combined 

with traditional polls. Then, we use an artificial neural network 

for prediction. Afterward, we perform experiments in two 

distinct scenarios: the 2018 Brazilian presidential election and 

the 2016 U.S. presidential election. The results show that the 

proposed approach has better vote share prediction results than 

polls in a scenario with many candidates and few available polls 

(Brazil) and is competitive in a scenario with two candidates and 

many available polls (U.S.). In addition, it shows advantages 

over many state-of-the-art approaches due to its simplicity, 

replicability, and robustness against volume manipulation. To 

the best of our knowledge, it is also the first attempt to validate 

ML models for the 2018 Brazilian election prediction.  

Keywords—Elections, Machine Learning, Neural Networks, 

Social Media, Social Networks, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Social media (SM) have played a central role in politics 
and elections throughout this decade. We have entered a new 
era mediated by SM in which politicians conduct permanent 
campaigns without either geographic or time constraints, and 
extra information about them can be obtained not only by the 
press, but directly from their profiles on social networks (SNs) 
and through other people sharing and amplifying their voices 
on SM.  

In this new scenario, SM is used extensively in campaigns, 
and an online campaign’s success can even decide elections. 
Much academic research has been devoted to the modern 
political campaign and its activities [1], and how well 
Facebook and Twitter users reflect the general voting public 
[2]. In practice, recent examples of SN engagement and 
electoral success include the 2016 U.S. presidential election, 
when Donald Trump focused his campaign on free-media 
marketing [3], and the 2018 Brazilian presidential election, 

when the candidate with more SN engagement but little 
exposition on TV was elected [4]. 

Many initiatives focus on using SM data to predict 
elections outcomes [5]–[9]. However, predicting elections 
using SM has its challenges, such as a lack of historical data 
and barriers to data gathering. Following seminal approaches 
from Tumasjan [10] and O’Connor [11], most work is based 
on the volume of Twitter posts made by ordinary people 
talking about a candidate and uses machine learning (ML) to 
identify the sentiment of these posts. Then, researchers 
compare the volume of positive/negative tweets related to 
each candidate with election results or traditional polls. 
Despite alleged good results, these initiatives are constrained 
by the technical challenges to data gathering due to the high 
volume of Twitter posts, the under representativity of Twitter 
as SM, arbitrary choices of search keywords and timeframes, 
and the fact that differences regarding supporters’ behaviors 
on SNs and the existence of bots can easily distort results, as 
criticized in the literature [12]–[14]. 

This paper proposes a novel approach to using ML models 
to predict elections outcomes. The approach is based on 
modeling and using SM data in a new form, focused on the 
repercussion of the posts of official candidates’ profiles in all 
three major SNs (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram). Then, 
repercussion data were combined with traditional polls and 
used to train ML models individually for each candidate to 
predict their vote share. For modeling, a multilayer perceptron 
(MLP) artificial neural network (ANN) was used, as well as 
traditional linear regression technique for baseline. 

We conducted experiments in the scenarios of the 2018 
Brazilian presidential election and the 2016 U.S. presidential 
election and evaluated the results statistically. Then, we 
compared our proposed approach with the last polls before the 
elections, as well as with the most recent state-of-the-art 
research. Our approach innovates by radically changing the 
SM input data modeling for prediction and by being 
independent of SNs. Furthermore, because of the reduced 
amount of data gathered for model training, its simplicity and 
replicability can be highlighted. It also innovates by training 
each candidate separately and being robust to varying 
supporter behaviors online and to the presence of bots. 
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to 
validate ML models to predict the 2018 Brazilian election. 

II. RELATED RESEARCH 

Contemporary SN systems are new: Facebook launched to 
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the public in 2006, Twitter debuted in 2006, and Instagram 
emerged in 2010. However, the use of SM in modern political 
activities is already presenting promising results. In this 
section, we first explore SM’s role in elections and the initial 
evidence of its correlation with electoral performance. Then, 
we briefly review the most-used models for predicting 
elections based on SM data, including their main challenges.  

A. The Use of Social Media in Elections and Electoral 

Performance 

SM’s impact on politics and elections is receiving ample 
attention from researchers worldwide. Smyth [15] studied 
how SM was used in the 2011 elections in West Africa, 
Nigeria, and Liberia, concluding that it helped to overcome 
scarcity of information during the electoral process. In the 
2014 Indian general elections, Jaidka [16] identified new 
paradigms to engage and inform voters driven by modern 
information and communications technology (ICT). More 
recently, Aminolroya [17] highlighted that the flow of 
information from followees to followers on Instagram 
presented a significant role in the 2016 Iranian parliament 
election. Moreover, Morris’ results [18] suggested that 
campaign messages about 2016 U.S. presidential candidates 
sent via Twitter—regardless of the candidate in focus—
resonated just as strongly with potential voters as those sent 
via traditional media. 

The correlation between SM performance and electoral 
results is also a focus of research. Kruikemeier’s [19] results 
regarding Dutch national elections in 2010 showed that 
Twitter use had positive consequences for political candidates. 
In 2013, DiGrazia et al. [20] showed a statistically significant 
association between tweets that mentioned a candidate for the 
U.S. House of Representatives and their subsequent electoral 
performance. Later, Ramadhan [21] analyzed SM utilization 
in the 2014 Jakarta legislative election and showed that 
Facebook and Twitter usage was strongly correlated with the 
number of votes received by the candidates. More recently, 
Brito et al. [4] also found a strong correlation between user 
interaction on politicians’ official SM profiles and their 
electoral performance during the 2018 Brazilian elections. 

B. Predicting Elections with Social Media Data 

Because of the possible correlation between a politician’s 
performance on SM and election outcomes, research on 
predicting election performance based on SM data has 
received attention in recent years. 

Two studies can be considered seminal in this area. In 
2010, Tumasjan et al. [10] presented a study on the 2009 
German federal election. They collected all the tweets with the 
names of any of 6 parties represented in the German 
parliament or prominent politicians of these parties and 
compared the volume of tweets with the election results. As 
results, they claimed that “the mere number of tweets 
mentioning a political party can be considered a plausible 
reflection of the vote share and its predictive power even 
comes close to traditional election polls.” In the same year and 
with an approach improved by sentiment detection of tweets, 
O’Connor [11] found that “a relatively simple sentiment 
detector based on Twitter data replicates consumer confidence 
and presidential job approval polls.” 

Based on these two studies, the volume of tweets 
combined with automatic sentiment detection became the 
main approach for most further research around the world [5]–
[9]. In general terms, researchers collect posts on Twitter 
referring to a candidate or party; perform a sentiment analysis 
to classify the post as positive, negative, or neutral; and try to 
correlate the volume of positive and negative posts with 
electoral results. In these studies, the main challenges are 
gathering data via an open search on Twitter and the sentiment 
analysis. In fact, ML models are used in these studies mostly 
for sentiment analyses—not for prediction tasks. 

These approaches engendered a number of criticisms 
[12]–[14] due to many limitations, such as (i) a lack of a 
replicable process; (ii) a lack of generalization because studies 
are performed only on one election; (iii) a lack of prediction 
capability during rallies; (iv) sample problems because 
Twitter cannot be generalized as a good sample of all SM and 
because gathered data do not represent even a good sample of 
all tweets; (v) arbitrary choices of data collection times and 
search keywords; and (vi) the possibility of being easily 
affected by volume manipulation from automated software, 
known as bots [22], spammers, paid propaganda, or even 
natural differences between users’ behavior [23]. In fact, by 
using these approaches results can vary widely, as discussed 
by Jungherr [13], who after replicating Tumasjan’s [10] 
seminal study, argued that “the results are contingent on 
arbitrary choices of the authors,” and including just one more 
party or day of collection would greatly change the results.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

This section presents the proposed methodology. Its scope 
is defined for presidential elections, focused on individuals 
rather than parties. We defined a process, based on CRISP-
DM [24], that may be adapted for presidential elections all 
around the world. The process contains six phases: (i) business 
understanding, (ii) data understanding, (iii) data preparation, 
(iv) modeling, (v) evaluation, and (vi) deployment, the latter 
being a managerial phase. Due to the research nature, the 
deployment will not be addressed in this paper. All other 
phases are presented next. 

A. Business Understanding 

Predicting elections with SM data has many differences 
and additional challenges compared to usual ML problems 
and solutions. First, the problem definition is not crystal clear 
from input data space to target definition. In some countries, 
such as the United States, a clear distinction exists among 
candidates of two traditional parties, and historical data can be 
gathered. However, in countries such as Brazil candidates and 
parties vary from one election to another, and almost no 
historical assumptions can be made. In such cases, each 
election should be analyzed independently. 

In addition, almost no historical data about candidates 
exist and, worse, almost no labelled data are available for 
training. Only one actual labeled sample exists: the final vote 
share, which researchers want to predict before elections. 
Thus, one direction is to use traditional polls to train the 
models and the final vote share as the prediction. Due to this 
dependence, the selection of polls for training is also a 
challenge in two ways: different poll results according to 
pollsters and no evenly spaced time interval between polls, 



which usually decreases as election day approaches and 
imposes constraints in using traditional time-series 
approaches.  

Moreover, the rapidly changing SM landscape must be 
considered. A given SN may be more prominent one year than 
in another year, and even in the same year one SN may be 
more relevant for one candidate but not for another.  

Finally, concern about users’ privacy has increased, 
especially after the Cambridge Analytica scandal [25]. 
Therefore, the use of users’ personal data or profiling 
techniques, such as identifying individual users’ vote 
preferences, should be avoided since access to those data is 
very likely to be prohibited in the future. 

In this context, this proposal aims to predict candidates’ 
final vote share in elections, which is a regression problem. 
The training and prediction will be based on SM data as 
features. Polling data will be used as labelled data for 
supervised training in time prior to elections. Then, the 
prediction will try to closely match raw election vote share, 
which has only one sample. Finally, performance will be 
measured as the mean and median of prediction errors 
compared with elections vote share. 

B. Data Understanding 

In 1968, Zajonc [26] hypothesized that “mere repeated 
exposure of the individual to a stimulus object enhances his 
attitude toward it.” Considering elections, in 1986 
Oppenheimer made a correlation between politicians’ 
exposition and electoral performance [27] and Mondak [28] 
also studied specific exposition in mass media. In the current 
study, we consider how the context of SM exposure affects 
elections. 

Most studies consider how many people are talking about 
a candidate, but our hypothesis considers how many people 
are paying attention to a candidate and propagating his or her 
presence. In propagating their presence, we consider two 
characteristics of SM: (i) a user can directly share politicians’ 
content, republishing it for friends or followers, and (ii) SN 
algorithms prioritize showing content with more engagement, 
creating a snowball effect [29]. Thus, we consider as the main 
data input for this study people’s engagement on candidates’ 
official profiles, as follows: (i) Facebook: number of likes, 
shares, and comments on candidates’ posts; (ii) Twitter: 
number of likes and retweets of candidates’ tweets; and (iii) 
Instagram: number of likes and comments on candidates’ 
posts. If another relevant SN is identified, then it can also be 
added by following the same rationale of interactions in future 
elections. For example, considering YouTube, the number of 
visualizations, likes, and comments would be considered.  

Understanding polling data is a higher challenge. Some 
countries, such as United States, have a high number of 
publicly available polls and daily weighted averages created 
by news companies, such as the ones created by Huffington 
Post (HP) [30] and New York Times (NYT) [31]. 
Nevertheless, in many countries the access to polls is a barrier. 
In Brazil, few polls are made publicly available, in Mexico 
data must be manually gathered from the national repository, 
and in Uruguay, data must be collected directly from 
newspaper websites. 

Finally, considering that poll results vary by methodology 
and pollster, a strategy for using these data must be defined. 
Possible options include the use of a weighted average 
calculated by another institution (e.g., HP, NYT), the 
calculation of a new weighted average, the selection of most 
trusted pollsters, the exclusion of polls with outlier results or 
other criteria. 

C. Data Preparation 

Because SM data used in this approach is public data 
collected from politicians’ official profiles, it can be collected 
using official application programming interfaces (APIs). As 
a result, the data are complete and data cleaning is not 
necessary. However, the initial dataset is enhanced and 
completely transformed to be used in the proposed ML 
approach. 

Data are modeled so that the result r of a poll (or the 
election results) at a specific date d is a function of the 
engagement observed in the candidate’s SNs—Facebook (F), 
Twitter (T), and Instagram (I)—in an aggregate window of w 
days prior d, as presented in (1). 

 r(dw) = f( F, T, I )d-w..d-1 (1) 

This initial dataset is also enhanced by the addition of new 
variables to the original, by not only counting the total number 
of interactions, but correlating the number of interactions per 
post. Then, we reach a final dataset with 17 features, as 
presented in Table I. 

TABLE I.  FINAL LIST OF FEATURES 

 

As an example, for a poll published on January 30 with a 
window of 28 days, input data are the individualized sum of 
all the posts, likes, comments, and shares/retweets from 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram from January 2 to January 
29, and the ratio “per post” per SN for all of them. 

Finally, considering the small number of polls, resulting in 
a small number of data samples for training, it is desirable to 
use feature selection or dimensionality reduction techniques, 
such as principal component analysis (PCA), to avoid well-
known problems of high dimensionality [32] and violation of 
VC-dimension [33], which are present in several papers 
referenced above. PCA is desirable because it eliminates the 
collinearity among features, which is likely in this scenario, 
while allowing dimensionality reduction. 



D. Modeling 

The candidate vote share prediction problem has been 
characterized as a regression problem. Due to the existence of 
many regression techniques, we selected traditional linear 
regression as baseline, as well as a more sophisticated and 
nonlinear technique, multi-layer perceptron (MLP) artificial 
neural network (ANN). For context, Zolghadr et al. [34] 
presented four main points that justify the use of ANNs to 
forecast presidential elections: (i) ANNs can capture nonlinear 
relations between independent (input) and dependent (output) 
variables; (ii) ANNs are data driven, so no explicit assumption 
is needed for the model between the inputs and outputs; (iii) 
ANNs can generalize, producing good results even when they 
face new input patterns; and (iv) ANNs do not need 
assumptions on the distribution of input data, unlike statistical 
techniques. Finally, MLP can solve complex problems 
stochastically and is a universal function approximator [35]. 

One challenge of using MLP is tuning its parameters. In 
this sense, it is desirable to choose parameters by selecting 
similar problems in the literature or using techniques for 
automatic selection of parameters such as grid or random 
parameter search. 

E. Evaluation 

Evaluation must measure the difference between predicted 
results, based on training with SM and polling data, and each 
candidate’s final vote share. For this, we consider two metrics: 
mean absolute error (MAE), which measures the absolute 
error, and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), which 
measures the percentage error. Although most related studies 
use only MAE, we consider MAPE relevant because, for 
example, an error of 3 points in vote share is much more 
relevant for a candidate with 2% of votes than for a candidate 
with 50% of votes, and this relevance is not captured by MAE.  

For comparison, MAE and MAPE of predictions using our 
approach is compared with MAE and MAPE of predictions of 
the last published polls before election’s day. In addition, the 
paired Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test is applied on errors to 
verify if statistically significant differences exist between 
results.  

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

For evaluation of the proposed approach, we performed 
two experiments. The first used 2018 Brazilian presidential 
first round elections data and the second used data from the 
2016 U.S. presidential election. Although vote share is not the 
main point of U.S. elections, this second experiment does not 
aim to predict the elected candidate, but it allows comparison 
and validation of results of the first experiment, as well as the 
comparison with other studies found in the literature. 

A. Predicting Brazilian Elections 

1) Business Understanding: The first round of Brazilian 
presidential elections was held on October 7, 2018. There 
were 13 candidates, five of them being considered the main 
candidates who received more than 1% of votes. This 
experiment will consider only these five candidates. A recent 
study of this election [4] showed a correlation between 
engagement and electoral performance, but it was not able to 
model this correlation. In fact, the candidate with the second 
most interactions on SN received the fifth most votes. 

Regarding polls, 14 institutes are listed as pollsters, but 
only two of them are well-known as the most trustworthy, 
Ibope and Datafolha, whose polls were used in this 
experiment. 

2) Data Understanding: The five candidates made 18,976 
posts on SM from January 1 until election day. Most posts 
were on Twitter (51%), followed by Facebook (32%) and 
Instagram (17%). However, Twitter posts received the fewest 
number of interactions. Candidates’ posts generated 252 
million interactions as shown in Table II, which also shows 
the difference in interactions performed in each SN, the mean 
and median, and the high standard deviation of each type of 
interaction. 

TABLE II.  INTERACTIONS WITH BRAZILIAN CANDIDATES’ POSTS ON 

SOCIAL NETWORKS 

 
Collected polling data were published by Ibope and 

Datafolha from January 1, 2018, until the day before the 
election. There are in total 21 polls, 11 from Datafolha starting 
from January 30, and 10 from Ibope starting from July 24. 

3) Data Preparation: Because the final list of candidates 
was only known at the official launch of candidatures (August 
5), polls performed before this date contained many possible 
scenarios, and scenarios closest to the final candidate list were 
chosen. 

A set of 10 independent datasets was generated for each of 
the five candidates considered, with the features explained in 
Section 3.c. Each dataset was generated with a different 
aggregated window, w = [1..7, 14, 21, 28], to avoid an 
arbitrary window selection, which would introduce bias into 
the experiments. 

Due to the high number of features for the few training 
samples, PCA was applied on each dataset independently, 
using scikit-learn libraries. Component selection was set to 
cover a variance higher than 95%. Thus, the number of 
components varied from four to seven in a 1-day window, and 
from two to three in a 28-day window, drastically reducing the 
number of input features to prevent the well-known problem 
of high dimensionality.  

4) Modeling: The new datasets were applied to a 

traditional MLP-BP artificial network. It was implemented 

using the Python scikit-learn libraries. The ANN was trained 

with data until the last prediction 1 day before elections (data 

from 21 polls). Then, it made one prediction for the final vote 

share, and results were compared with actual vote share. For 

parameter setting, two approaches were used: manual 

parameter selection and grid search for parameters. By 

considering data characteristics, mainly small sample, we 

manually chose the following parameters: one hidden layer 

with three neurons, to avoid overfitting; L-FBGS as solver, 

which has good performance with small sample; alpha set to 



0.05 and constant learning rate for fast training, and logistic 

activation. For grid search, we used parameters presented in 

Table III. One disadvantage of this approach is that a different 

result may be achieved each time this sequence is performed. 

To avoid this execution bias, each execution was repeated 

five times, and we used the mean value as the actual predicted 

vote share. 

Ten predictions were run with each parameter selection 
method (fixed parameters and grid search), one for each 
aggregated window size, w = [1..7, 14, 21, 28]. It is a well-
known principle that averaging the output of several networks 
may give us a better and more stable result [36]. Thus, to 
reduce variance we used a combined approach, by using the 
mean and median of all 10 predictions as the final prediction 
for each candidate, in a simplified implementation of a 
committee machine [37]. 

As baseline technique, a linear regression was also applied 
in the same datasets. Fig. 1 illustrates data preparation and 
modelling main steps. 

TABLE III.  VALUES FOR ANN GRID SEARCH PARAMETERS 

 

5) Evaluation: Evaluation was performed by comparing 
MAE and MAPE metrics of predicted vote share with the most 
recent polling results. Results using MLP-BP with fixed 
parameters and with grid search parameters were evaluated, 
as well as results with linear regression (LR). Prediction 
results and errors are shown in Table IV, including the most 
recent polling data before elections and official raw vote 
shares. 

TABLE IV.  PREDICTIONS AND ERRORS FOR EACH BRAZILIAN 

CANDIDATE, COMPARED WITH FINAL VOTE SHARE 

 

Best results were achieved with ANN: best MAE with 
fixed parameters and best MAPE with grid searched 
parameters. In fact, whether or not grid search was used, using 
the mean or median achieved very close results. Moreover, all 
these results were better than the most recent polls of 
traditional pollsters. In addition, the worst results considering 
MAE were obtained with LR, and considering MAPE LR 
results were only better than Datafolha. Finally, error results 
using mean or median of aggregated windows were almost the 
same. 

In addition to MAE and MAPE, the statistical significance 
Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test was applied on absolute error 
(AE) of each candidate. The test was applied by comparing 
each method (ANN with fixed parameters, with grid search, 
and LR) with each other and with the most recent polls, with 

the three alternative hypotheses: equals results, higher than 
results, and lower than results. 

Results present statistical support (p < 0.05) to claim that 
errors obtained with both ANN strategies were lower than 
errors of Datafolha polls and the LR method (p = 0.031 on all 
four tests). In addition, when similarity of errors obtained by 
ANN with fixed and grid search parameters was tested, the p-
value was p = 1, suggesting that values are almost identical. 
On the other hand, there is no statistical evidence to claim that 
errors obtained with either of the two ANN approaches are 
lower than errors of Ibope polls, despite MAE and MAPE 
being lower. 

A posterior analysis shows that a prediction using 1-day 
window could have had the best result in the ANN with grid 
search parameters setup, with a MAE of 0.49, and a 28-day 
window could have had the best result in ANN with Fixed 
parameters setup (MAE of 0.63). However, we do not claim 
this result as the result of our study because it could not be 
achieved in a reliable way before knowing election’s results. 
In fact, due to the high variation, as shown in Table V, our 
data does not allow us to make generalizable conclusions 
about the best window size, and we argue that the committee 
strategy is preferable. 

TABLE V.  MAE ERRORS OBTAINED WITH DIFFERENT WINDOWS 

 

In a similar way, it was not possible to make conclusive 
assumptions regarding the number of networks used on the 
input model and results. Table VI shows errors using different 
combinations of SN in a window of 28 days, lower MAE 
errors may be achieved either by using data from only one SN, 
or when using the combination of all three. These data suggest 
that it would not be feasible to define a priori which 
combination of social networks is the most suitable to use for 
prediction. As a consequence, the strategy of letting the neural 
network identify the weights automatically seems to be more 
appropriate. 

B. Predicting U.S. Elections 

1) Business Understanding: The U.S. elections were held 
on November 8, 2016. Historically, only two candidates are 
considered the main candidates, running for the Democratic 
Party and the Republican Party, and these two were 
considered in this experiment. Also, the U.S. presidential 
election is indirect, and a president can be elected despite not 
having the majority of the popular vote. Therefore, our 
proposed approach does not aim to predict the elected 
president, but the final popular vote share of each candidate. 

Regarding polls, there is a great availability of polls from 
many pollsters that present very different results. The polling 



data are also publicly available (e.g., the Huffington Post 
Pollster API) [38]. Using these data, other institutions publish 
daily weighted averages, such as the New York Times [31]. In 
this study, we used the daily average published by the 

Huffington Post [30], since it is the main polling data 
publisher.  

 

Due to the availability of polling data, we used SM and 
polling data starting from 1 year before elections, November 
08, 2015, until November 07, 2016. 

TABLE VI.  MAE ERRORS OBTAINED WITH DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS 

OF SOCIAL NETWORKS IN A WINDOW OF 28 DAYS 

 

2) Data Understanding: In the studied period, the two 
candidates made 12,558 SM posts. Most posts were issued on 
Twitter (76.3%), followed by Instagram (12.0%) and 
Facebook (11.7%). However, as occurred in Brazil, Twitter 
posts received fewer interactions for each post. In total, 
candidates’ posts generated 349 million interactions as shown 
in Table VII, which also shows the difference in interactions 
performed in each SN, the mean and median, and the high 
standard deviation of each type of interaction. Regarding 
polls, as we used the daily average published by the 
Huffington Post in the period of 1 year, 366 polls (2016 was a 
leap year) were used. 

3) Data Preparation and Modeling: Data preparation and 
modeling was performed the same as in experiment 1. 

4) Evaluation: Evaluation was performed the same as in 
experiment 1. Prediction results are shown in Table VIII. 

MAE and MAPE results surprisingly show lower errors 
obtained by LR, with better results than the last Huffington 
prediction. Using ANN with grid search for parameters, errors 
were close to Huffington Post’s last poll, and ANN with fixed 
parameters obtained higher MAE and MAPE errors. As 
occurred in the Brazilian experiment, results using mean or 
median of aggregated windows were almost the same. 

Considering the statistical test, it is more difficult to 
achieve statistical support because there are only two samples 
(Clinton and Trump absolute errors). Indeed, the same 
statistical tests were applied as in Brazilian experiment, but no 
statistical conclusions can be made because no tests presented 

a p-value lower than 0.05. These data suggest that our 
prediction errors are similar to errors obtained by Huffington 
Post’s last poll. 

TABLE VII.  INTERACTIONS WITH U.S. CANDIDATES’ POSTS ON SOCIAL 

NETWORKS 

 

TABLE VIII.  PREDICTIONS AND ERRORS FOR EACH U.S. CANDIDATE, 
COMPARED WITH FINAL VOTE SHARE 

 

V. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

The experiments show that combining SM data with 
traditional polls may have similar, or even better, results than 
traditional polls alone. Results were better in the Brazilian 
scenario, with few polls and more candidates, than in the U.S. 
scenario, with more available polls and only two main 
candidates. By having numerous available polls from many 
pollsters and a mix of strategies (automated or live phone 
calls, online polls, and in-person polls), daily weighted 
averages can capture both the opinions of people who support 
politicians on SM as well as of people who do not show their 
opinions online. Then, the introduction of SM-gathered data 
had a small effect on U.S. election prediction. 

On the other hand, in the Brazilian scenario where polls 
are scarcer and are performed mainly in-person, the addition 
of SM data helps to improve poll results. In addition, due to 
the sparse and variable time elapsed between polls, this 
approach can be useful to estimate vote share in the interval 
between them. For example, in the campaign period, models 
can be trained with available past polling data and used to 
estimate the vote share on a daily basis. 

 

Fig. 1. Main steps of data preparation and modelling 

 



As presented in Section II, many methods consist of 
counting the number of users mentioning each candidate per 
day. These methods present many challenges, since the choice 
of keywords related to each candidate and the choice of data 
gathering period can interfere with the results. In addition, the 
behavioral differences of each candidate’s supporters or the 
presence of bots may also affect results. Finally, these 
methods are based solely on Twitter. In the proposed 
approach, these challenges are addressed: data are collected 
from candidates’ official profiles, thus no keyword selection 
is needed; we collect data from at least 6 months before 
elections and use many time windows for data analysis, 
ranging from 1 to 28 days before target date, using a combined 
result; and the individual training of each candidate model 
with polls helps reduce the influence of bias in supporters’ 
behavior or the existence of bots. In addition, all three major 
SNs are considered, and the addition or removal of any other 
SN is trivially possible. 

Another widely used method consists of adding sentiment 
analysis to the mentioned counts. In addition to the 
aforementioned challenges, it introduces the selection and 
training of an appropriate method for sentiment analysis. This 
challenge is softened in our approach since interactions on a 
candidate’s official profile usually demonstrate support. 
Moreover, even in cases where comments would mean 
disagreement, the training and weights calculation would 
capture this behavior and set appropriate positive or negative 
weights to each feature. 

Moreover, the presented approach collects much less data, 
thousands of posts from less than a dozen of candidates, 
instead of millions of posts from the entire population that are 
collected by other methods. This characteristic is becoming 
more important due to increased limitations on data gathering 
in SNs. In addition, this limited and direct data gathering 
improves the approach’s replicability. 

We consider two main challenges in this study that may be 
addressed in future research. First is the poll selection, which 
may directly affect the results. Approaches for pruning polls, 
such as discarding outliers, would be desirable. Second, the 
ML algorithm and parameter selection may also be improved, 
such as the use of other ML approaches focused on small 
samples. 

We may compare our approach and results for the 2016 
U.S. election with the study presented in [7], where 
researchers collected 171 million tweets and experimented 
with four methods for generating opinion time series. As 
result, they claimed one of their four methods produced a good 
fit with the polls by a reduced root-mean-square-error, but that 
was not statistically validated. The main difference of this 
study and our approach is the amount of data necessary to 
obtain similar results: 171 million tweets versus 12,000 posts. 
Still regarding the 2016 U.S. elections, Heredia et al. [6] 
collected 3 million tweets and used both volume and 
sentiment for prediction election results, and they compared 
results with three pollsters. Their findings show that neither 
volume nor sentiment are predictors of election outcomes or 
polling at the state level. At the national level, considering one 
specific time window (65 days before elections), their method 
matched one of the three selected pollsters. However, if 
considering any other time window or mean or median of 

predictions, their results are far from both polls and final vote 
share, performing worse than our approach. 

Considering studies analyzing multiple elections, Anjaria 
et al. [8] employed four ML techniques for sentiment analysis 
and combined results with influence factor based on retweets, 
to predict 2012 U.S. presidential elections and 2013 Karnataka 
(India) state assembly elections. Regarding U.S. results, their 
best result presented a MAE of 3.44, which is comparable with 
our worst result. Nevertheless, they obtained a MAE of 13.60 
on Indian elections considering four parties, which largely 
differs from actual vote share. 

Finally, Tsakalidis et al. [5] used Twitter data to predict 
the 2014 EU election results in Germany, the Netherlands, and 
Greece. We consider this work the closest to ours. Despite 
basing their study on Twitter volume and sentiment, they used 
11 derived variables combined with one poll-based feature. 
Three algorithms were applied for regression, linear 
regression, Gaussian process, and sequential minimal 
optimization, and the output average was used as the final 
estimate in this combined regressor. The authors used 26 polls 
from Greece, nine from Germany, and 13 from the 
Netherlands. Based on MAE and MSE, their approach 
performed best on German and Greek elections, but results for 
the Netherlands was worse than the average computed by the 
website where they collected polling data. Good results in two 
elections are in line with our argument that generating 
domain-based derived variables and training ML algorithms 
with these data combined with polls can achieve good results. 
One of the main challenges of the study was the selection of 
the training window, they used an arbitrary 7-day window, 
despite having tested other values. Finally, their approach also 
needed many more posts than ours (361,713, 452,348, and 
263,465 tweets for Germany, the Netherlands, and Greece, 
respectively). 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORKS 

This paper proposed an approach to training ML models 
for predicting vote share. This approach is based on modeling 
and using SM data gathered from the posts on candidates’ 
official profiles combined with traditional polls. Data from 
candidates’ posts were transformed and enhanced by the 
creation of aggregation windows and of new variables, such 
as number of likes, shares, and comments per post. Then, we 
trained ML regression models, linear regression, and MLP-BP 
ANN, and predicted results of presidential elections in Brazil 
(2018) and the United States (2016). 

Based on MAE and MAPE error metrics, the proposed 
approach has better vote share prediction results than polls in 
a scenario with many candidates and few available polls 
(Brazil) and is competitive in a scenario with two candidates 
and many available polls (United States). In addition, 
statistical tests show that Brazilian predictions were better 
than those of one of the pollsters used for training, Datafolha, 
and similar to another pollster, Ibope. Moreover, U.S. 
predictions show results close to the weighted averages 
published by the Huffington Post. 

The presented approach innovates the source data used for 
model training, based on candidates’ official profiles, and 
collects much fewer posts than state-of-the-art approaches. It 
also uses data from all major SNs, instead of being Twitter-



focused, and new SNs can be easily included or excluded. It 
also innovates by training each candidate separately and being 
robust to varying supporter behaviors online and the presence 
of bots. Moreover, the common bias regarding arbitrary 
selection of keywords and time interval for search is avoided. 
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to 
validate ML models for 2018 Brazilian election prediction. 

Challenges for future work were also identified. The first 
challenge is the selection of input polls, which may affect 
results. Also, the improvement of ML algorithms, such as the 
use other ML approaches focused on small training sets, 
would be desirable. 
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